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SWEDISH
PREMIUM HONEY
PREMIUM HANDCRAFTED HONEY FROM SOUTHERN SWEDEN

Bidrottningen was established in 2005 when we bought a few hives and built the
first apiary. Since then we have grown organically to currently owning and
managing twelve apiaries with several bee hives in each. Our apiaries are situated
in different locations around Söderslätt, the Southwestern tip of Sweden. Our
interest in beekeeping and honey was initiated more than twenty years ago. While
living in Australia, we were taken by the wide range of nectar-specific honeys
(varietal honeys) and hence our business concept was born. From April until
September our bees are busy collecting nectar from the flowers of the local native
flora as well as some select cultivated crops such as canola, raspberry and white
clover. We are a family run company with three generations working with
Bidrottningen.

All our honey is 100% natural, with no additives. We take care of our honey using
traditional methods in order to preserve as much aroma and flavour in the honey
as possible. The result is premium honey with maximum levels of enzymes
present, making it an effective functional food. Whether you eat Bidrottningen
honey for the pleasant flavour or for your wellbeing, we assure you that we have
made every effort to keep all the characters in the jar.

Founder and CEO
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OUR
APPROACH
Working with the bees, we have a hands-off approach in order to capture all the
goodness that they produce. After all, the bees have perfected their methods
over millions of years! Natural and sustainable beekeeping as well as
handcrafted honey, full of character, are our drivers. Our apiaries in the
southwest of Sweden are located at specially selected locations where the bees
can produce our rare honey varietals.

From hive to jar, our focus is to produce honey of premium quality. Below is our
production process in detail.
We collect the honey frames from our different apiaries in carefully selected locations to
be able to harvest from specific nectar sources. We also harvest different times during
the season. This is how we harness our surroundings to produce varietal and delicious
honey.
Now we have collected the filled honey frames to our “honey house”, where the honey
is transferred from the frames to the jar. The first step is to remove the thin layer of
wax, which we do by hand with a big and sharp fork. It is possible to use machines for
this process but we believe that doing this by hand is particularly important for
preserving the honey’s quality.
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The honey is extracted from the frames in the extractor. It works kind of like a
centrifuge. The honey slides out of the frames and down in the extractor. Between the
extractor to the containers the honey is filtered to get rid of larger pollen.
For our “runny honey”, the next step is simply to pour the honey into jars. For our honey
with a more solid consistency, the honey is stirred in the containers. Through stirring,
the honey’s natural crystallisation process is activated, which creates honey with butterlike consistency - creamy but firm.

Products
01

CREAMED HONEY
With a pearly shimmer and a smooth,
creamy texture - our most luxurious
honey. Early season honey with fresh
scent and mild flavour.

02

ELDERFLOWER HONEY
With a surprisingly powerful yet delicate
scent and taste of elderflower. Our medal
winning pride.

03

WILD ROSE HONEY
Aromatic honey with floral and fruity
tones, well-suited for mild tea or to
accompany desserts. The most rare
variety in the Bidrottningen honey family.

04

VIRGIN HONEY
Completely unfiltered and unstirred
honey, directly from frame to jar.
Maximum taste and pollen content. Also
called raw honey.

05

SINGLE APIARY HONEY
This honey is harvested at one single
occasion from a specific apiary. Every
measure is taken to preserve all character
from frame to jar.

We sell our honey to speciality food shops in Sweden as well as to
individual distributors in England, Switzerland and Hong Kong. Please do
not hesitate to ask for technical specifications of the honey or our export
price list. We are happy to provide you with any details you may require
and also welcome you to visit our production facilities. Contact us at
sales@bidrottningen.se for an initial discussion.

